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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

Minutes of the Executive Comn1ittee 
Tuesday, March 9, 1965 
11:30 A.M. Campus Club 

Present: Professors f .• A. Renaud, C. P. Barnum, W. E. Ibele, R. L. Jones, 
D. H. Warner, R. L. Hossfeld, J. G. Darley, E. W. McDiarmid; 
Dr. R. Drew Miller; Dean John Haugland; Dean Bryce Crawford, Jr., 
presiding; Mrs. Shirley McDonald, Secretary. 

1. Revie't-T and Discussion on Recommendations of the Conference on Graduate 
Examinetions - Copies of a "first draft" of the report on the combined 
Group Committee Conference (held Feb. 26 and 27) "t-lere distributed to the 
Executive Committee. Dean Crav1ford asked the Committee to edit the two 
memorandums (Ph.D. and Master's topics treated separately) and return 
them to Dean Haugland by March 15 so that a second version can be 
prepared and circulated to the group committee members. The dean 
pointed out that this report will not be an embodiment of final decision, 
but an indication of direction of thinking. Later, a final report can 
be made to the group committees and department heads and a dean's 
Newsletter to the Graduate Faculty can indicate that a full report is 
available upon request. 

Dean Haugland told the Executive Committee that there were points brought 
out in the various panel discussions which did not come to the floor 
for general discussion. These points are not included in this "first 
draft." Dean Crawford suggested that these be included, under their 
appropriate headings, in the second draft with the indication that 
they "t-rere not discussed in general session. 

Dean Creuford turned to the subject of the Master's program, particu
larly in respect to the Plan B "starred" paper requirement. He has 
received several letters in which faculty have asked that this require-
111ent be reconsidered. In vie't-T of considerable discussion e.t the 
Conference and these letters, the dean asked the Committee whether an 
interim step might be taken on this requirement, or should any changes 
't·re.it until an ad hoc committee has had an opportunity to review the whole 
subject of the Master's degree. Professor Hossfeld commented on the 
varied use of the "starred" paper requirement and believes that a 
clarification on usage is needed. Professor Renaud suggested that one 
"starred" paper, '\'lith good performance, and the substitution of some
thing else for the other papers might be a solution. The dean revie't-Ted 
the intended purpose of the requirement t-Jhich was to insure the 
candidate's ability to synthesize and integrate knO't'Jledge. Perhaps 
this can be adequately demonstrated by performance in 200 level seminar 
type courses or in some other way. Professor Darley said that in some 
areas, especially where there are many Master's cnndidates, there might 
be some hesitation in encouraging these students to take 200 level 
courses which are meant primarily for e.dvanced students working towards 
the Ph.D. degree. Professor Jones brought out the great variety of 
practice among departments in the use of the Master's degree and the 
lack of review of the 't-Thole subject for the past twenty years. It 
might be better to hold to present practices until such review can be 
made. 
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It "t-ms the consensus of the Executive Committee that an ad hoc 
committee be appointed to study both Master's plans and related 
subjects. 

There followed a brief discussion of degrees "t-Jhich are not strictly 
Plan A or Plan B types, e.g., Master of Social tvork, Master of Public 
Administration, Master of Forestry, Master of Fine Arts. Such degrees, 
the dean pointed out, may be operated under rules somewhet different 
from those applied to the Plan A and B Master's degrees. 

2. Proposed Application Fee - A committee from the Office of Admissions 
and Records is proposing an application fee to apply "across the board" 
to University of Minnesota applicants. This proposal is just in the 
beginning stages and a report "t-Till be forthcoming. 

Dean Crawford spoke about the canvass of the departments some two or 
three years ago in "t-fuich the Graduate School solicited reaction re
garding an application fee for Graduate School applicants, with the 
hope that such a fee "t-Tould discourage "wholesale" applications. At 
that time, the majority of departments did not favor the proposal 
because they felt that either the proposed fee 'tvas too small to do the 
job, or the fee would result in a loss of good graduate students. It 
was noted that in some departments, where there are no fellowships 
and the Teaching Assistantships are not competitive, the only strength 
lies in the ability to attract as many applicants as possible, screen 
and appoint early in order to get good graduate students. 

Dean Crawford stated that he had reported this response to the 
Admissions and Records Committee. He also said that he expressed to 
the Committee that the proposed distinction bet"Jeen resident and 
nonresident applicants on payment of application fees would be 
impossible to handle and that there should be no differences--at least 
for Graduate School applicants. He reported too, that if an application 
fee is going to be introduced at Minnesota, he can see no justifiable 
reason to ask for an exception for the Graduate School. 

The dean cited figures on inquiries and applications processed in the 
Graduate School this past year, pointing out the substantial increase 
in both. No figures on percentages of rejections are available at 
this time, but the Graduate School staff "t-rill attempt to get an over
all estimate and report this later. 

3. Graduate School Policy Regarding Pursuit of Graduate Degrees by Faculty 
In respect to this question, background and ratibaale. has been 
discussed in a previous Executive Committee meeting. (Refer to Dec. 8 
minutes.) Since that time, Dean Cra"tqford has had an opportunity to 
discuss this question, as it relates to the Medical area, with Dean 
Robert Ho\1ard. It has now been proposed that in exceptional cases, 
any appointment to Assistant Professor (for those pursuing the 
graduate degree) be pre-cleared with the Graduate School through the 
Medical Sciences Group Committee and Executive Committee. (from the 
December 8, 1964 Executive Committee minutes: "A faculty member 
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functioning as a clinical professor has had 3 years of undergraduate 
college, medical school training, internship, and a residency assign
ment. It is understood that such a person has stature as a professional 
practitioner and is perfectly competent to teach in undergraduate 
medical school courses and indeed in advanced professional courses.") 

Dr. Barnum mentioned the term, Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine 
used at Rochester. This type of appointment is used for CJ. person work
ing towards the Ph.D. degree and at the same time recognizes his 
clinical proficiency. The use of the term ''Lecturer" was also discussed. 
No consensus was reached. The group committees were asked to discuss 
further and the topic will be carried fonJard. 

4. Proposed Ph.D. Program in Nutrition - Faculty in several fields -
Home Economics, Animal Husbandry, Dairy Husbandry, and Poultry Sciences
have proposed an interdisciplinary Ph.D. program in Nutrition. 
Copies of the proposal have been sent to the Agriculture, Medical 
Sciences and Biological Sciences Group Committees for review and 
recommendation. 

5. Group Committee Memberships for 1965-66 - Dean Crawford reported to 
the several chairmen affected, the names of members whose terms will 
expire before fall. He asked that they consider replacements and 
report their recommendations to him before June. 

6. Report on Duluth Meeting - Dean Crawford reported that he had met in 
Duluth with the four division chairmen (V.R. Plumb- Education and 
Psychology; R. D. Miller - Humanities; lv. R. McEwen - Science and 
Mathematics; R. 0. Sielaff- Social Sciences), Provost Darland and 
T. W. Chamberlin on the development of graduate programs at Duluth. 

Graduate work in Duluth was first begun in Education and teacher 
training. Over the years, Master's programs became more self-contained 
on the Duluth Campus. Increased course offerings and faculty enabled 
the student to take all of his work there. Arrangements for Graduate 
Faculty appointments (A-3) and appropriate methods for admitting 
students were worked out. The next step was the development of the 
Master's degree in English which took a different direction than the 
program on the Minneapolis Campus. Most recently have come t"tvO 
research oriented Master's degrees - one in Chemistry and the other in 
History. 

Dean Crawford pointed out to the division chairmen that Graduate 
Faculty in Duluth can propose programs which may be differently 
oriented than those on the Twin City Campuses. Any such proposals 
need not be cleared with the departments here, but can proceed 
directly to the appropriate group committee. 

The dean said that they also explored the implications of graduate 
study in regard to Ph.D. study at Duluth. There are some Duluth 
faculty liDO would appear qualified to act as co-advisers or research 
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advisers to Ph.D. students vJho would complete most of their course ,.,ork 
on the Twin City Campuses, but do their thesis work in Duluth. Dean 
Crawford asked the Executive Committee and group committees to explore 
this possibility. He emphasized that no "crash program" is proposed, 
but rather a gentle exploration of possible directions of future growth. 

7. Proposed Master's Program in City Planning- The dean reported that the 
committee appointed to study this proposal is making progress and that 
there will probably be a report made spring quarter. 

8. Professional Improvement and Graduate Anomalies - Discussion on this 
topic had been postponed pending a report by the Special Committee to 
Study Extension Activities. A report has been filed with the Presi
dent's Office and the Graduate School has been advised to proceed with 
its consideration of the possibility of closer cooperation with the 
Extension Division with regard to course offerings and registr8tion. 

Professor Darley suggested that the ad hoc committee appointed to 
review the Master's degrees might also consider this question of 
professional improvement. Professor Ibele brought up the transfer of 
credit through Adult Special and Extension Division pointing out that 
inequities which exist should be straightened out. 

Dean Crawford asked Dean Hauglc.nd to report on the Professional Improve
ment Program on the St. Paul Campus. Dean Haugl,nd said that the 
Graduate Professional Improvement Coordinating Committee has asked 
departments offering graduate courses out-state through the Extension 
Division to work through the Graduate School and Agriculture Group 
Committee. The overall consideration here is an attempt to maintain 
the quality equivalent to that of courses offered on campus. The 
Coordinating Committee is exploring (a) a new type of graduate Master's 
degree (generalist Plan B type); (b) liberalization of the transfer of 
credit rule (perhaps through joint registration.) 

Dean Haugland then spoke of a survey (completed by Graduate School 
staff) in which records of students enrolled in out-state graduate 
courses were reviewed: 

15 enrollees are presently enrolled in the Graduate School 
7 enrollees have applied for admission to the Graduate School 
9 enrollees have M.S. degrees from the University of Minnesota 
2 enrollees have Ph.D. degrees from the University of Minnesota 

Dean Crawford re-stated the need for off-campus courses for certain 
people and that hopefully some of this work might be offered towards 
a graduate degree; however he emphasized that a substantial amount of 
the graduate work should be talten on campus. 

The Executive Committee concurred in the suggestion that the Graduate 
School staff look into the mechanisms and educational implications 
regarding admission, joint registration, and use of Extension work in 
graduate study. 

Future meetine dates were.set: April 8; May 4; June 8. The meeting was 
adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Shirley McDonald 
March 10, 1965 Secretary 
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UNIVEBSI'l'Y Ol MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

March 8, 1965 

MEMOW1DUM TO: Executive Committee and Group Committees 

Bryce Crawford, Jr. 

Report on the Actions of the Combined Group Committee Conference 

This memorandum is a brief SUlliDar}' of the actions aDd reCOIIII:Ieudations of the 

Conference. This distillation is intended to serve as a focus for the Graduate 

l!'aculty aDd group committees sud direct their attention to those items which need 

further consideration. I think it would be appropriate at the outset to state that 

as a general proposition the Confennce members favor and encourage action that will 

expedite the progress of students working toward the !h.J). degree. 1 think it also 

fair to say that it was the consensus of the Confe~DCe members that individual 

departments will need to assume a great part of the expediting responsibility. 

Some of the rec0111118Ddatione included below can be implemented without any forual 

action by the Executive Committee. SuCh recommendatioas or suggestions can be 

comnunicated to departments and the Graduate Faculty in the form of "suggested 

procedures" which may be of aid to them in their responsibilities of advisia& graduate 

students. Many of the recommendations will, of course, need ca~ful study by your 

committees and be subject to modifications before any final action can be taken. 

Since the interrelationships between "official action" aDd ''suggested procedures" 

are so vital, no attempt h<-.s been made in this memorandum to separate at this time 

the items that fall into these two categorieso Only the subject of Master's degrees 

has been treated as a separate topic. 

Although panels of the Conference were assigned specific topics with which to 

concern themselves, it was soon discovered that actions in one area had direct or 

indirect rru:nifications in 1118.ny other areas. Thus the items which follow do not 
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necessarily reflect the thinking of one panel, but probably express the considerations 

of more than one panel and in most cases the consensus of the Conference as a whole. 

Pirst-year pcreening and Research Emphasis 

It was clearly the consensus of the Conference that there should be an early 

evaluation of each graduate student. Screening procedures need to be developed that 

could be used for diagnostic purposes as well as to indicate whether or not a stucent 

should be allowed to proceed with his graduate studies. 'J.'his, of course, implies 

that departments establish committees which would be charged with the responsibility 

to carry out these functions. Although these cOUIIlittees would not be "official agents" 

of the Graduate School, they would in a real sense be a necessary and vital link 

between the departments and the Graduate School. A periodic review of Ph.D. aspirants 

with formal notification sent to the Graduate School indicating the results of a 

department 9 s review is a necessary part of the whole process of spurring students 

toward completion of degree requixements and the early elimination of those who are 

determined to be not qualified to contiaua. lbere would, as a result, be corporate 

action taken in each department, aod an official record in the Graduate School, fc;.r 

every graduate student aspiri.Dg to the Ph.D. degree. 

Since the Ph.D. degree is a research oriented degree, it was deemed important 

to expose graduate students to research at the earliest possible time. Courses it. 

research methods, problems, and techniques should be a part of a graduate student's 

experience by the end of his first year in Graduate School. Early review of a student's 

abilities in this area would be an aid in determiniDg whether or not he should be 

allowed to continue. !he following recon:mendations on which the Conference reached 

consensus '~ld facilitate action to achieve the goals mentioned above: 

1. 'l'bat departments develop screening procedures for diagaostic and program 

development purposes as well as making decisions cooceroiag the probability 

of success for a graduate student in a Ph.D. program. 
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2. !t12t a definite effort be msde to provide problem and research oriented 

eA~eriences during the first year of graduate study so that observations of 

the student's ability to worl;: independently and creatively and to synthesize 

knowledge, etc., might be made. 

3. that departmental evaluations of graduate students be unde1~aken periodi~ally 

at-..d that the results of such evaluations be communicated to the Graduate School 

for permanent recordingo 

4.. that each department establish as a matter of public record the type of 

screening devices or procedures it will employ and that each graduate student 

bEl informed of his department's decision and the basis for that decision" 

5~ that each department establish graduate study committees or directors of 

graduate study to carry out the duties described in the foregoing rec~ 

mendations, and that departments develop guides to graduate programs for the 

use of students and faculty. 

Early Examinations to Dete~ne Candidacy 

Although there was not a unanimous agreement on the time and form of the candidacy 

decision-making mechanism, it was the feeling of many of the conferees that in an effort 

to spe..ed a Ph.D. aspirant's progress toward completion of degree requirements, and 

also to arrive earlier at a nfinal" decision regarding a student's candidacy, the 

qualifying (preliminary) examinations be taken at an earlier date than is now the 

practice it1 most areaso The timing of these examinations, which would be written, 

oral, or both, cannot be legislated across the board for all departmentso Departments 

would have to establish, according to the admissions policy of the department and in 

cooperation with the appropriate group coll1llittees and the Graduate School, a specific 

point at which students in the department would be required to stand for examinations. 

Unlike the present system, the course work included on the Ph.D. program would not 

necessarily have to be completed, thus it would be possible to push qualifying 

(preliminat~y) examinations up to as early as the second y,aar in Graduate School in 
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in many areas. At this point admission to candidacy could be made on the basis that 

the student bas demonstrated, by the limited material he already has mastered, the 

ability to proceed. 

Departments may wish to examine the candidate again at a later date for broad 

mastery of the field in what could more accurately be called comprehensive exam1na1:1ons. 

Again, there ,;gas no consensus, but some of the Conference participants favored malt:Lug 

the final candidacy decision at this point rather than at an earlier point. lfo im!Jlement 

the above, consideration could be given to the following recommendations: 

1. !hat a decision on candidacy be reached as early as possible on the basis 

of successful completion of qualifying (preliminary) examinations whether 

they be written, oral, or both. 

2. !hat an examination time schedule be established by each department in 

cooperation with the appropriate group committee and the Graduate School, 

and the specific point at which a Ph.D. aspirant must stand for qualifying 

(preliminary) examinations be made a matter of public record in the Graduate 

School Bulletin as well as in letters of admission, and that this ezamiuation 

schedule be rigorously enforced. 

3., 'that departments evaluate a Ph.D. aspirant•s broad mastery of his major field 

at a time determined by the major department, aad that the department be 

free to require (or not require) the use of written and oral examiDations 

or both. 

Written Examinations and the Minor field 

1'here seems to be a striltiug similarity among the departments concerning the 

nature of written examinations, their design, gradiDg, and administration. AlthouJh 

many graduate students will probably talce their written examtaations at the ead of 

the second or the begiDDing of the third yea1", there is variation 8IDODg departments 

on the element of timing. ~ere are some notable deviatiODB from the typical patten. 

of wxitten exsm1natious; the most noteworthy is pemaps "'!he Proposition" examination 
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used in Microbiology. The propositiooal approach embraces both a written and oral 

examination but these are uzaified by the scheDJS. An interestiDg aspect of this 

procedure is the focus it gives to both the w:ritten aDd oral examinations aDd the 

opportunity it affords the exemjning faculty to judge a candidate's overall 

qualifications. 

With respect to the relationship of the witten to the oral examination, many 

of the conferees were of the opWOD that uuch better use could be made of written 

than oral exmnioations in assessing a student's knowledge. It was estimated that ii:owo

thirds (or more) of the questions posed in oral eumiutions could and should have 

better been asked in the written e:xurhaatiou. Careful study should be given to the 

relationship between the writtea. aDd oral exam1nat1on; the oral examination should 

assess something the written examination cannot. 'l'he results of the written preliminary 

examination and the examination papers should be made available to the oral preliminary 

committee before the oral examination and the results of the written exavdnation Should 

become a permanent part of the student • s record. 'ro give the oral preliminary 

examination focus, there may be merit in adoptiua the fom of examination used in 

Microbiology. Two weelts before the oral preliminary examination, the student is given 

(or selects) a proposition for 'fllhich he prepares and presents support to the oral 

preliminary examining committee. 'l'bis type of examination also lewis itself well to 

the idea that the written and oz-al examinations should be one package, i.e. , the 

examinations should be interrelated and not too far apazt in terms of time. '1'be 

following recommendations may be helpful to make written examinations more effective: 

1. '1'hat the written examination in the majoz- 1 as presently used for preliminary 

examinations, should be used to establish the quality of a student's bz-oad 

mastery of the major field; aDd, that this be a "decision examination" with 

regard to detemi ntng candidacy. 

2. 'that departments develop written examinations that will aid oral examining 

committees to more effectively use the oral examination. 
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3. t'bat the results of written examinations be included in the student 1 s record 

and the examination papers be made available to the oral examining committee 

prior to the oral examination. 

4.. !hat in exceptional cases, and with depart10011tal approval, the written 

preliminary examination be waived. 

The details of examinations tlllst be worked out by individual departments witl. 

concern given to requirements for those minoring in a department as well as for mEjors. 

!he minor department uust be "protected" if a student indicates that he wishes to 

formally minor in a particular area. A minor department should be allowed to determine 

whether or not it will award a minor aDd on T~:hat basis such an award will be made. 

Rigorous examinations, of the same quality, but not breadth of those given to majcrs, 

could be administered. If the minor department feels that a candidate has not 

performed satisfactorily, it should so indicate. !he stude£ may then wish to moC.ify 

his Ph.D. program and include a supporting program. However, conversion to a supl'~rting 

program will not be automatic but subject to the regular review and approval proct.dures. 

Once the supporting program option is selected and appraved, the major depart~Eut 

assumes responsibility for the entire Ph.D. program. 

~ !here was general agreeme£ among Conference members that the minor departmer"t 
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should be allowed to indicate its satisfaction that a candidate has fulfilled the 

necessary requirements on any basis. Also, the minor department may or may not choose 

to be represented at the written and oral examfnations as administered by the majcr 

department. In any case, there IlllSt be close liaison between the major and minor 

departments if a student wishes to he.ve his record indicate the fact that he minot·ed 

in a specific area. 'lhe followiDg recommendations concerning the_ minor seem relevant: 

1. !hat a student who selects a formal minor is the responsibility of the minor 

department as well as the major department; however, if a student selects a 

supporting program option then the major department assumes complete 

rnst>ansibility for his candidacy. 
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2, The minor field may use its discretion in determining whether or not a 

person has fulfilled the requirements leading to the award of a minor; 

a written examination may or may not be used. 

3. !hat minor departments be encouraged to give rigorous written examinations 

of the same quality but not the SB1lWa breadth as those given to majors in 

the same department o 

4. !hat departments, in cooperation with group committees and the Graduate 

School • mal«a a matter of public record what will be expected of graduate 

students who wish to minor in that department o 

So !hat the option of using a supporting program in place of a minor mst sl ways 

be subject to review and approval by the appropriate group coamittee and the 

Graduate School. 

Preliminary oral Examinations 

There are two points that seemed to have the unanimous support of those attending 

the Confe~:ence. (1) 'that the prel:lmiDllry oral exmntnation as presently used in most 

departments is a very lveak measuring device on 'flibicb to base a decision regarding 

candidacy. (2) hquiriDg graduate students to stapd for preliminary examiuatioD.S at 

an earlier time would spur Ph.D. aspirants to completion of degree requirements. It 

is also a fact that the important role of the ol'al preliminary examtaation 1a that 

of providing a key decision by an evaluating committee of faculty members regarding 

candidacy. 1'he efficiency of oral examining COlllllittees might be increased if they 

were provided with more information on which to make a decision; the committee ought 

to have all the data available on a student when such an important decision is to be 

made. 

In general, the conferees were in agreement that the oral ezamination does have 

a unique pcrpose. aside from its present use as a decisive measuriDg devf.ceo It is 

possible for examiners to conduct a reasoned dialogue on topics in the field w i'th 

the candidate, and the examiners can evaluate o~n-endedly the depth to which the 
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student can pursue an area as well as check the synthetic and integrative abilitiea 

of the candidate. In addition, the oral can function usefully to check on a borde}:line 

performance on a written examination. 

While there was almost unanimous agreement that the written and oral examinntions 

should coma earlier • there is still the question of when the key decision regardinl~ 

candidacy should be made. Should these examinations come so early that much of the 

worlt on a person's Ph.D. prosram is uncompleted? or, should the examinations come 

later and thus be more comprehensive7 A combination of early and late exsm1natioru~? 

'there 11as agreement that some scnening mechanism should be employed early in the 

student's career • but there was uot •ma1dmf ty regarding the stage at which the 

candidacy decision would be rendered. hrthu complicatf.Dg the '\'hole picture is the 

label "preUmfnary examiution." !he word "pnliminazy" is a misnomer when used to 

descl'ibe our present examinations that come at the conclusion of fozmal course worl~ 

and just prior to the final oral examination. 

Listed below are saoe recQIIDendations concemiua oral examiutioos that emanat:ed 

from the Conference. Since no fiDal agreement was reached on the timing and content 

of the "preliminary" oral examinations, in some cases the recoiiiJI8odations may be 

contradictory. 

1.. That tihat is now called the pnliminary oral exendnation should come earl:1 

in a student's graduate experience aDd that this be the key decision--makill.S 

device in detel'IDining candidacy. 

2~ That the key decision regardJ.Dg cal\didacy be made early but thl't no final 

decision be made until the major department and minor department have satis

fied themselves that the Ph.D. aspirant has demonstrated by comp~nsive 

examination or other means that he has a broad mastery of his field. 

3. !hat greater attention be given to the interrelationship between the written 

and oral examiDI.ltions in an effort to use both examinations to best advantage. 

4. ~t in some cases, on the basis of a department's recOIIIDeDdation, the oral 

examination be waived in the major or minor. or both. 
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S. Tlul.t the minor area DUst be kept fully informed about a student 1 s progress 

and that the mioor department may, if satisfied with a student 1 s performance 

in the minDr, request reduced Tepresentation or no representation on the 

preliminary oral examining CODIIlittee. 

6. 'l'h.::.t then be further study given to the idea tlu:t the major adviser act 

as chaiZ'IDan of the oral examiniua ~ttee, but that he absent himself at 

the time the final avaluation of the oral performance of the student is made. 

7. 'l'hst the practice of using a "seczet ballot" straw vote, iumediately folloiling 

the conclusion of an oral examfnation aud before discussion, be recOD'.IlleDded 

to the Oraduate Waculty. 

Thesis and final Oral l;m'!h!ation 

Although time did DOt pemit the conferees to discuss at length the thesis and 

final oral examiDation, these topics should be studied by the group committees and 

the Qraduate Faculty. When a candidate appears for the final oral examination We 

assume, in £llmost all cases, th ... t all other requirements for the degree hcve been mat. 

'l'be candidate is presenting his research achievement, his new contribution to knowledge, 

and he should demonstrate his ability to COIIIIIU11icate that contribution in written form 

and orally to the members of his examining eoamittee. Listed below am aCIIIe of the 

reCOIIII!endations to which the eonfemes did not have an opportunity to react but which 

were pmsenbld to the Confennce: 

1. ':£'hat the thesis should come to the r:eaden iD a 11cutif:Led draft" fom rather 

than as a f:Lnished copy so that the readers will feel fne to suggest modi

ficatiODS. 

2. \'hat it be understood thrt the two appo:Lnted readers do DOt sezve as advisers; 

they should be selected as especially knowledgaable faculty without reference 

to major or minor fields. tf appropriate, thesis naders could eo. from out

side the University of Minnesota faculty. 

3. 'lhe two noa-r~ders appointed to the final oral examination should be char3ed 

r-t~eifically to question the candidate about ths eign1.ff.eance of hi.s findi~'l?;D 
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to related areas of knowledge and/or the implications of his observations for 

further research in various areas o 

4. !hat a minf.liUDl of three weeks be allowed between the submission of the thesis 

to the readers and the final oral examination~ 

5. "lhu.t a meeting of the thesis readers and the candidate be held prior to the 

final oral examination in order to make final corrections on the thesis; 

that the thesis readers give their fiDel approval at this time and state th.::t 

the thesis is ready for public defense. 

!he statements and zact'IQIDendations of the various panels of the Conference will 

be reproduced and atuched to this met11Cn'aDdum as appendices for those mo desire the 

additional infozmation. 

Recommendations and questions relating to the Plan B Master's Degree program 

are included in a separate memorandum. 
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UBIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

March 8. 1965 

MEMORANDUM TO: Executive Committee and Group Colllllittees 

noM: Bryce Crawford, Jr. , Dean 

Report on the Actions of the Combined Group Committee Conference -
Master's Degree Programs 

\'he Conference very early came to the conclusion that there should be a revleu 

of Master's degree programs before any recommendations can be made regarding 

examination proceduns used for the two degree programs. lt was clearly evident 

that there is wide variation in Master's degree examinations and this seemed to 

reflect an uncertainty as to the "raison d 1 etre" of Plan B and Plan A degree plans. 

In some areas the Master's de$ree is looked upon as a consolation prize; in other 

areas it serves as a stepping stoDe on the path toward a Ph.D. In certain fields the 

Master's degree is a meaningful professional degree, aDd in most cases is a terminal 

degree .. 

The Plan A program with its lower course work requirements aDd thesis component 

does not seem to arouse questions simila'E' to those "E"aiaed in comaection with Plan B 

progrEms. !he"E"e may be a need to "E"e-examine the two programs and a nview might well 

look into the rationale of Kaster's dearees and consider such topics as overload on 

faculty time taken by requirements such as Plan B papers and final oral examinations. 

Attention might be directed toward the necessity of requiriag final examinations for 

all Plan B candidates. Perhaps more responsibility for dete1:Diiniag the aeed for 

final examinations ought to rest with the departments coucerned rather than attempt 

to maintain an across-the-board examination requi~t for all departments. The 

Conference did endorse a recommendation that an ad hoc committee be established to 
fol,low . 

study Master's degree p"E"ograms aDd the items which~tmight. aene as a focus for such 

a study: 
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1. That alternatives to the required Plan B papers be allowed. Alternatives 

might consist of practieums, special projects, internships, etc., and theee 

alternatives would be tailored by departments to fit the needs of studentc 

in their particular area. 

2. !bat departments detemi.De the ueed for nqutri.Dg fiDal oral or written 

examinations, especially for Plan B caudidates. Th~t departamttal apprai~:~al 

of a student's past perfozmance detend.De whether examinations should be 

required .. 

3. 'J.'hat the Graduate School give a clear interpretation of the statements on 

page 12 of the Graduate School Bulletin regarding final examinations, and that 

this interpretation reflect that the department rather than an examining 

colliDittee deterutine the need for a fiDal examination. 

4. That the minor department have p-eater responsibility in determining the 

content of minors, especially on Plan A programs. That the minor departDk~nt 

have the option of how the candidate is to be examined in the minor field u 

S. 'l'hat consideration be given to the use (optional) of a SupportiDg Program in 

Plan A programs. 


